
Abstract

Speech emotion recognition is a popular research branch of speech signal processing. Many previous studies have proven that the generalization ability of the emotion
recognition model across domains can be improved by using transfer learning methods. To solve the cross-domain speech emotion recognition problem, this paper proposes
a novel transfer learning method, which simultaneously performs the instance reconstruction and subspace alignment. Firstly, we conduct the instance transferring based on
coupled projection, which utilizes a weighting reconstruction strategy to exploit the intrinsic information of cross-domain samples and improve the contribution of essential
features through an adaptive weighting matrix. Then, we conduct the feature transferring through a novel co-regularized term, which can make the source and target
subspace be well aligned. Finally, extensive experiments indicate that our method is superior to several state-of-the-art methods.
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Experimental Setup

Acoustic Feature

We use the openSMILE toolkit to extract the 1582-dimensional feature set.

Emotional Evaluation

Four Benchmark Datasets
• Emo-DB (Em) (5 males and 5 females)
• eNTERFACE (En) (34 males and 8 females)
• BAUM-1a (Ba) (14 males and 17 females)
• RML (Rm) (8 males)

Five Common Emotion Categories
Anger, sadness, disgust, happiness, and fear.

Training: all source database + random  8/10  target database.
Testing: the remainder 2/10 target database.
Classifier: linear SVM.
Evaluation metric: weighting average recall.

Results

The Recognition Performance of Different Algorithms in 12 Tasks

The t-SNE Visualization of Em→Ba

Results of Our Method and Three Special Tases

Convergence Curves of Our Method

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new joint instance reconstruction and feature subspace alignment method for cross-domain SER. To be specific, we first develop an adaptive
instance reconstruction strategy to reduce the divergence across domains. In this way, the target samples can be linearly reconstructed by the target samples. In addition, we
consider the contribution of the essential features through an adaptive weighting matrix learning strategy. Furthermore, we develop a feature subspace alignment strategy to
align the source and target subspace. Extensive experimental results on four benchmark datasets verify the efficacy of our method.
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